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Abstract -In the cutting edge world, correspondence amongst hearing and discourse impeded individual is through 

communication via gestures. Albeit human to human collaboration turns out to be proficient up to some check, the PC 

acknowledgment framework is more compelling for most condition, we present a hand motion acknowledgment framework 

to perceive continuous motion in requirement condition. The principle goal of this framework is to interface with the client 

in the most characteristic shape through hand motions in productive way. It centers on the three primary periods of hand 

motion acknowledgment i.e. discovery, following and acknowledgment where the hand signals are prepared and caught by 

a camera at a sensible edge rate. The movement of the hand motion is followed for inside and out data utilizing dividing the 

hand skin and the calculation curved body is actualized identifying the fingertips by open source CV library. The 

acknowledgment framework removes or interprets the motions for interpretation and gives the change of voice order to 

signal utilizing discourse benefit which give coordinate correspondence between weakened individuals and furthermore 

talked about some investigation on various written works that are identified with motion acknowledgment framework for 

human PC based communication utilizing portable application. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Sign language is a manual communication language to convey meaning. The people who are deaf or dumb mainly feel 

difficult to communicate with real world environment.  Sign Language relies on sign patterns, body language, body 

orientation, postures, expressions and movement of arm that facilitate the communications between the humans. It is 

complex but the complete language which focuses on the movement of hands, facial expressions and postures of the body. 

Sign Language is not a universal language. Every country has its own native sign language. Each sign language has its own 

rule of grammar and this sign. Grammar and Structure encourage them to develop their ability in their fluidity in their 

speaking. There are around three hundred world sign language today. Knowing that the researchers try to develop the pure 

communication of conversion of sign language that provide flexibility in the real-world environment. However, the problem 

arises when it is coming with difficulties of tracking of hand movement, color-based detection and also the deaf and dumb 

people try to communicate with people who unware of this language grammars, so it is necessary to develop an automatic 

and interactive device to understand them. Various Research for sign language recognition was started in the 90’s. Hand 

gesture related device developed on various methods and technologies by using electromagnetic hand gloves, linear fingertips 

models, Hidden Marko’s models. Consequently, some of the methods faces complexity in the extraction of image, time 

consuming processes, recognition and some needs the physical contact and voice which the latter is prone to disturbances. 

The Physical action carried by the hand eye, or any part of the body can be considered as gesture. It is most suitable and 

easily interpretable for humans. This research of this system is motivated because it has a wide range of applications and the 

sign language system would be beneficially in aiding communication between the communities of Deaf and dumb with 

common people. The distance aiding in teaching assistance is also beneficial in medical field also it is helpful in monitoring 

of patients.  
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This proposed system gesture recognition is based on the mixed approaches. We are focusing on developing of an automatic 

voice and gesture recognition where it provides acceptable more accurate and efficiency time consuming process for the 

future works. The rest of the paper is organized as follows as section of system design, implementation, methodology and 

algorithms with discussing on challenges and future works. 

 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Many novel and systematic methods have been developed in the past few years to establish communication between the 

sign language users and those who can’t speak sign languages. Mrs.Neela Harish proposed a system which depends on the 

flex sensors, accelerometers and the output values which coordinates given by the meter and bending values given by the 

flex sensors for interpretations of signs. 

 

K.Madhuri and L.P.Kumar built a real time system using the gesture recognition to control cursor which can recognize 

through web cameras and execute corresponding cursor functions. The classifier needs to train their own classifier first One 

of the drawbacks was it requires the distance between user and cameras.  

 

Jie Yang Yang sheng approach the HMM model for gesture recognition where the parameters are determined the training 

data. The trained model can be used to classify the incoming gestures. Lars and Lindberg used scale \-space color features 

to recognize hand gestures in which there feature based on detection and user independent where it showed real-time 

algorithm in uniform under backgrounds. 

 

Al-Ahdal and Tahir proposed method using data glove and EMG Sensors for designing SLR. Hand muscles 

electromyography signals are recorded for allocating towards from streams of characters in continuous flow. Vision is mainly 

based on color information for detection. 

 

Shraddha R.Ghorpade and Surendra K.Waghamare proposed a new technique called artificial speaking mouth for dumb 

people which will be very useful to them for conveying their views to others, in which speech is converted into text equivalent 

gesture for that speech signal will be displayed. The drawbacks of the leads to the misclassification of the postures. 

 

Deshpande Saylee , Nale Pranita and Nerkar Samikha they implement the system to develop an intelligent translator that act 

between the sign and spoken language dynamically and Designed the system for implementing Binary sign language with 

prior image processing. Due to the limited time constraint it requires more time effort. 

 

Surbhi S.Gatagat,Devyani D.more,Kalpana Varat,Janhavi S.Toshkhani designed the system that utilize the computer and 

simple webcam with 7 megapixel intensity. In the process some steps are carried out for to remove the background-based 

features and further processed the system with calculation of shape-based features. 

 

American Sign Language using Histogram which was developed by A.sharmila Konwar,B.Sagarika Borah designed the 

method to detect the human skin color by the Hue saturation value and second hand the method called Edge detection is 

used to recognize its shape. And in due to geometric variations system was not fully proposed to detect its shape. 

 

NiteshS.Soni, Prof.Dr.M.S.Nagmode, Mr.R.D.Komati described the paper regarding the using of MATLAB where the signs 

are captured using webcams and processed further with and features are extracted using the PCA and distance of 

Comparison is done using the Euclidean distance helps to recognize the character. It is difficult to process in accurate manner 

and less sensitive the training of data set. 

 

Orasa Patsadu,Chakarida Nukoolkit and Bunhit Watanpa represented the  Human body captured by using the Kinect camera 

i.e. recognize the gesture patterns and study of the movement which confirms high potential of using this Kinect Camera in 

recognition of human body applications. 
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III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

This proposed method the system focuses to develop a mobile based application for the communication which is robust 

implement and provide effective gesture recognition without using any color or gloves. The system should provide accuracy 

in recognition of various gestures and provide the user to train the gestures according to suitable way of communication 

with ease. Reduced the time complexity. This system we have implement the recognition of the gesture and capture its 

movements through camera facing the white background and the image is extracted using the convex hull algorithm. It 

provides the video relay service (VRS) which provide the bridge gap in communication among deaf and dumb. This manual 

interpreter help to communicates in the both voice and hand signs and vice versa and also provided the shadow 

communication which provide which can be communicated using the internet also recognize the performed user is verified.. 

The system is represented in the five main modules. 

 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

 
Fig 1. Flow Diagram. 

 

MODULES 

1) Gesture Training 

2) Gesture to voice 

3) Voice to Gesture 

4) Shadow communication 

5) Voice over direct and remote communication 

1) Gesture Training 
Gesture training the user needs to train the application with needed gesture and assign each one with corresponding 

operations. The gesture are trained using the camera and are saved in the SD card files as text files. The gestures are added 

in alphabetical order. A-Z is the ASL finger spelling format. After the training the user is able to verify with corresponding 

matching image. 

2) Gesture to voice  
This provide the user to communicate using the sign gestures where the android monitors the hand by the use of camera by 

using the image processing techniques like Open CV image processing technique which encodes the images and saved it. 

The saved image is converted into text and the text part is performed through as voice. 

3) Voice to Gesture 
This helps the user to provide the communication by using the voice over. The user gives the voice command through 

speech service the microphone detects the command given by the user and corresponding gesture stored on the database is 

shown to the user. 

4) Shadow Communication 
The system enables the users to communicate each other through the remotely. The communication can be performed 

through internet or Wi-Fi, which provide the user to communicate with sufficient distance. This also provides the user to 

verify whether the communication is established to the specified user or not. 
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5) Voice over directing 
This system allows the user to communicate direct the deaf and dumb person by the voice support by using the speech 

engine service provides the user to deal with speech input and provide speech output along with hand signature language 

they can understand. The speech synthesizer and recognition is used to perform the operation. 

 

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The system is designed to visually recognize all the static gestures of sign language with bare band and also provide the 

gesture to voice communication with ease as the existing system provides a making it more difficult to for system to provide 

the suitable recognize of gestures. The whole system works under five modules. In this system user needs to train the gestures 

according to their needs and provide the suitable communication. The gestures of different alphabets are trained and 

captured using the camera of the mobile application using the technology Open CV library which is based on image 

processing technique it contains a module responsible for capturing images and videos. 

 

 
Fig 2. Hand Signs of Alphabets. 

 

Using the Open CV library color of the hand skin detected by segmenting the hand skin. During the video capture object 

indicates the index of the camera that user want to access, and the captured frame is converted to frame color using the 

segmentation process using the HSV (Hue Saturation Value) using the ‘in Range’ operator. This function receives the image 

with threshold interval lower and upper bound. The image obtained displayed in split areas to overcome us use the external 

contour feature by providing ignoring the eventual contours that are inside the external region. And then compare with areas 

of returned polygons. So able to see the clearly the result of the contour of the hand.  

 

 
Fig 3. Login Screen. 
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In the next step it uses the Convex Hull technique which is implemented by providing the set of points. The line is trace 

from a straight from any pair of points in the set and the result provides with the nice, smooth region and much easier to be 

analyzed than our contour. This algorithm is also processed using the Open CV library. The function known ad convex 

detects and convexity defects is used to approximate the gaps of the finger using the straight lines. It is used to consider the 

angle between the initial and contour region between certain and consider the length of line from the initial point to middle 

point to observe the threshold. The angle between the fingers is between the 20 and 120 degrees. The center of the contour 

is calculated by the “bounding box” function by considering the points -30 to -160. And final calculation is done by 

performing the Euclidean distance between the initial point and middle point. Finally, the region where the hand is located 

will automatically extract the color information and also pull the track bars for the angles that can be adjusted during 

execution of the program.  

 

 
Fig 4. Detecting hand for recognizing the alphabet using Open CV software. 

 

For the conversion voice to gesture the command is dictated by the using the speech service which is an API used in mobile 

devices provides suitable way of communication this API allows to store 80 languages and variants that able the user for 

global use and it synthesis the word and recognize using the device and filters and the text data sends it to string matching 

section to match the content provided by the user and matches with corresponding stored image. 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

 
Fig 5. Implementation of voice to gesture. 
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To implement a real time gesture for physically impaired people its performance analysis where each sign is taken and 

captured using the camera and the images are collected from the user while in a plane faced white background and properly 

illuminated and maintained. The number of correct responses has come out of each sign. Similarly, the voice to gesture 

control is implemented and provides the number of quick responses without any delay in time seconds. As voice recognize 

by the device and convert to text data correctly and responds to user to user with correct responses of the image that are 

trained and stored. While the experiment shows the better accuracy of the system. In this proposed system gestures signs 

are detected along with sentence that phrased that are stored in the system is recognized in average accuracy of 97.4% in real 

time environment. 

 
Fig 6. Implementation of gesture to voice.  

 

VII. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS 
 

In the test investigation stage we have catch the photos of different signs with standard sizes which are for the most part 

utilized as a part of ASL .all together for the examination the result procedure the caught picture is test utilizing the camera 

and played out the twofold location to identify the edge of the finger of the client since the variety changes in the points in 

likewise perceived and following the execution of voice to motion the discourse of the client is recognized plainly and 

comparing comes about delivered with no progressions 

 

.  

Fig 7. Voice to gesture implementation. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK 
 

Hard of hearing and mute people make use of sign language to communicate. This proposed we implemented is to provide 

to bridge gap of communication in the real-world environment. Hand gesture communication system is to provide the 

effective and efficient use of android phone by the use of development of mobile application which provide suitable 

interaction of communication between the users and physically challenged people. 
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 The system implemented using the convex hull algorithm where it images of the sign language is capture and extracted by 

calculating its minimal Euclidean distance that leads to character recognition for the input gesture. This is system also 

provides the voice to gesture which establish communication by means of recognize the speech and convert to text data and 

uses the string matching function to match the corresponding image as the result and also provides features of shadow 

communication using internet and verification of user that sends the information. Future enhancement can be exposed it 

provides more huge room for improvement to bring lives on the footing by working of the design of controlling of devices 

using the hand motion. Detection of the hand placing in the color background. Framework can be used to create perceptual 

user interface to interact with computer systems. Eliminate a lot of manual labor which make the life much ease for the real 

time environment. 
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